
STARRED UP - MOVIE  

A: prisoner 
B: officer 

A: You look nice


B: really?  

A: Yeah. Where you from? 


B: Oxfordshire 


A: oooo. What you doing here? 


B: I just came to ask if you wanted to walk to group with me. 


A: No I mean. What you doing in this shit hole. 


B: Errmm. I feel at home here. 


A: Is this where you open up and build trust is it? 


B: Yeah. 


PAUSE 


look. I am…. When I was young I got sent away, to boarding school. And 
when I got out I found It really difficult to manage in the outside world. 


A: posh girl. 


B: no, not really. 


A: well you don’t get paid. 


B: no. I had some family money after my granny died. 


A: so this is some sort of hobby for you then? 


B: no. I need to be here. 




A: I got sent away when I was young like you. Got put into care. Then when I 
was 10 I did a peado in, sloshed him. Boiled water, sugar boom. Kiddy 
Fiddlers man. Strange. 


They want you to reassure them that what they're doing is normal. They want 
you, the victim, to let them off the hook. They want you to open up. Build 
trust. You know I can still see the guys face. It melted right in his hands. 


B: Look, I think you’ve got the wrong idea. Can I just come in and we’ll… 


A: So you can touch me up and all? No you fucking wrong ‘un. How many 
sugar’s do you take? You fucking noncey cunt. 


B: Why should I give a shit about you? 


A: cos I'm starred up mate. Im very fucking violent and you want to make a 
name for yourself in your fucking little group. 


B: I don’t give a shit if you come to my little fucking group or not. 


A: Then why the fuck are you stood there then?


B: I don’t know…


A: Have a think then dickhead. 


B: I don’t want to think. Right now. I wanna fucking hurt you. 


A: Yeah? 


B: yeah


A: good. Now we’re getting somewhere. 



